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《半个世纪的坚守与辉煌——李国桥青蒿抗疟团队光影
记忆》
Half a Century's Persistence and Glory - Memory 
of Li Guoqiao Artemisinin Team against Malaria
Author: Zhang Xiaohong  Zhu Shizhe, etc. 

Li Guoqiao was the first person to verify the efficacy of artemisinin 
in clinical practice. Since the 1960s, Li Guoqiao's team has achieved 
internationally influential results in the clinical research of artemisinin 
in malaria control.This book comprehensively summarizes the 
valuable historical materials of science and technology. And it also 
gives a scientifically and comprehensively evaluation of Li Guoqiao's 
contributions in the research of using artemisinin in malaria control, 
in order to highlight China's positive position in the global health field 
since the founding of the People's Republic of China 70 years ago.

《工程师爸爸写给孩子的信——港珠澳大桥是怎样建成的》
A Letter from an Engineer Father to His Child: How 
the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge was Built
Author: Chen Bohua, Lin Yangzi,etc.
ISBN: 978-7-5359-7106-7

This book is written in an epistolary style in which an engineer 
father wrote to his child. There are ten letters in this book covering 
many aspects of constructing the bridge step by step, such as Why 
should the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge be built? Why is the 
bridge designed in the shape of a curve? What is the impact of the 
bridge building on the environment? How do people know the water 
depth and geological conditions along the line in the preliminary 
survey? What measures have been taken to ensure the service life of 
the bridge up to 120 years?

Contact:  Wei Wen
Email: wei.wen1201@gmail.com 

花城出版社
Flower City Publishing House

《中国桥》
China Bridge: Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge's 
Way to Realize Dreams
Author: Zeng Pingbiao
ISBN:  978-7-5360-8779-8 

The Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge is the "Everest" in the 
world's bridge community. This project represents China's overall 
industrial manufacturing level. It presents a Chinese story, embodies 
China's wisdom and represents China's strength.The long documentary 
literature China Bridge describes the process of origin, project initiation, 
demonstration, environmental assessment and construction of the Hong 
Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge from its inception in the early 1980s to its 
realization in 2018.

Contact: OuYang jiazi 
Email: yoshikouyang@163.com
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“中国绘·诗韵童年”
Poetry with Ink-and-Wash Paintings for Children
Author: Lin Liang, Lin Huanzhang, Jin Bo, Fan Fajia, Gao Hongbo, and Xu Lu
ISBN: 978-7-5583-0834-5, etc.

Illustrated by Liang Peilong, one of China's ten famous children 
illustrators, this collection of poetry written by six renowned and respected 
writers—Lin Liang, Lin Huanzhang, Jin Bo, Fan Fajia, Gao Hongbo, and 
Xu Lu—provides readers with vivid pictures of rural life accompanied by 
rhymed verses. Full of optimism, humor and wisdom, this series inspires 
and arouses the reader's ecological consciousness.

Contact: Vivian Feng
Email: vivian.fyt@qq.com
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“阿里局”丛书
Alibaba Saga Series
Author: He Yang         ISBN: 978-7-5454-6334-7

It seems to be a mystery how Alibaba started up in its early days.  
In order to restore the process in which Alibaba struggled from a 
start-up to a big company, the author took two years in interviewing 
Ali's men, doing a lot of research and survey, and finally figured out 
what made Alibaba lived, grew up and thrive, that is, the system of 
domestic suppliers and Ali gene.  

《口述改革历史》
An Oral History of Reform & Openning-up in China
Author: Chi Fulin         ISBN: 978-7-5454-6754-3

The author interviews over 90 persons who had influenced the 
reform and openning-up in China, such as policy makers, specialist 
and grass-root practitioners.  The book provides to the readers 
precious  first-hand material for the research in the field of social 
development in China.

Contact:  Joyce Chen
Email: Joycechen17@126.com
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《开心学汉字》
Fun Characters Learning
Author: Zhou Jing, Kuang Xiaorong and Liu Wenhui
ISBN: 978-7-83008-421-9, etc.

Fun Characters Learning is designed for foreign children over 6 
years old, including 6 books, 6 CDs and 6 electronic courseware. 
Each lesson focuses on one key Character, as well as its 
pronunciation, orders of strokes, meaning, some related example 
words/sentences and nursery rhymes to help children acquire a 
better understanding of it. Through adding strokes, comparing the 
differences and similarity between different Characters, and some 
more interesting learning ways, children could develop an interest 
in Characters' learning and better grasp them.

Contact: Li Lin (Lynn)
Email: 55006323@qq.com
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“熊秉明文集”（10卷）
Collection of Xiong Bingming (10 titles)
Author: Xiong Bingming,  Ye Lang     ISBN：978-7-5336-8774-8

Xiong Bingming is a famous Chinese artist and philosopher in 
French. He absorbed the essence of western culture on the basis 
of profound Chinese traditional culture and created unique master 
works of art. His thoughts and works are of great significance to the 
construction of a new culture in modern China. The collection includes 
Xiong Bingming's representative works such as Zhang Xu and Cursive 
Calligraphy, Chinese Calligraphy Theory System, Selected Copies of 
Rodin Diary, An exhibition of ideas or concepts, etc. Equipped with a 
large number of exquisite illustrations.

Contact： Yang Jingjing
Email： 562926089@qq.com
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